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Spatial logics are used for describing and reasoning about any kind of geometrical entities and 
relations, broadly construed. In the past decade, such logics have attracted attention in such diverse 
fields as Artificial Intelligence, Computer Science, Mathematics, Philosophy and Physics.
This handbook creates, for the first time, a systematic account of the resulting field. Following a 
general introduction, there are fourteen chapters by invited authors, with self-contained overviews, 
the principal insights and methods to date, and the central open problems.
The result is a comprehensive survey of this rapidly expanding subject.

Recently there has been a vigorous development in logics of space, stimulated by new applications in 
Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence, and by new attitudes to Logic which these disciplines 
have helped to foster. The Handbook will be a landmark publication, defining the field, and providing a 
superb resource for students and researchers, specialists and visitors alike.

SAMSON ABRAMSKY, Strachey Professor of Computing, Oxford University

Logic has been the language of choice for the study of Space ever since Euclid’s Elements. This alliance 
has deeply influenced the way we do science. Contemporary Logic - with its new tools - continues this 
tradition, while adding dynamic and information-oriented themes to the mix. This Handbook covers 
the extensive new developments in spatial reasoning, and it  may revolutionize the field.

SERGEI N. ARTEMOV, Professor of Computer Science and Mathematics, 
City University of New York

The geometry and dynamics of space have motivated much mathematics, but logic has lagged behind. 
This prodigious volume changes that picture significantly. It provides a wealth of material of wide 
interest, from physics to philosophy. Many chapters are substantial monographs in their own right. The 
book will stimulate further research deepening our understanding of the world around us.

ROBERT GOLDBLATT, Professor of Mathematics, Victoria University of Wellington

This book redraws boundaries in an imaginative way. Its common theme is how to represent spatial 
arguments within limited formalisms. Motivations for this range from image processing to foundations 
of physics, and from computational complexity to whole-part structures. Besides presenting many things 
that deserve to be better known, the book invites us to find the logical viewpoint that unifies them.

WILFRID HODGES, School of Mathematical Sciences, Queen Mary College, London

Logics of time have been developed over many decades. Logics of space appear to be much harder, and 
this book contains several new attempts which promise applications to Artificial Intelligence, especially 
to robotic manipulation of solid objects.

JOHN McCARTHY, Department of Computer Science, Stanford University

The precise relationship between spatial and logical structure has been an outstanding issue in Logic, 
Philosophy and Mathematics since the time of Immanuel Kant. This Handbook provides an up-to-date 

and accessible introduction to the current state of the art, in the 
light of recent work in Logic and Computer Science.

MICHAEL FRIEDMAN, Department of Philosophy, 
Stanford University
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